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About This Game

Hikikomori No Chuunibyou is a pseudo 8-bit platform-adventure game with beat-em-up, puzzle, and stealth elements. With its
storytelling directing the player through open-ended levels, progression through each stage requires usage of parkour-like

abilities and martial-arts techniques.

Features:

  Parkour-inspired platforming

  Open-ended levels with story-focused progression

  Beat-em-up, puzzle, and stealth elements

  Unlimited continues and frequent checkpoints

  8-bit graphics and soundtrack

  Supports Xbox 360 Controller (recommended)
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hikikomori no chuunibyou

It's a nice little addition to Everlasting Summer. It's very short, but it was a pleasure to spent an hour playing it and checking all
variants of the story. And the music is great, Good job guys!. Don't trust people who played the game for 1-2 hours and think
they know everything.. More satisfying and gratifying than Resident Evil 7.. This game seems to be receiving a lot of hate.

Is it well deserved? Well... yes... and no.

This is definitely the worst of all series. But it is still quite interesting and atmospheric.

The one thing, that massively lets thie game down is its puzzles. You would think, that difficult puzzles in a game, dedicated to
puzzle-solving is a good thing. And you would be 100% right.

But in this game, puzzles can be hard to slove not due to their intended complexity, but due to them being illogical, due to the
unclear goals that should be achieved, lack of information or downright stupidity.

Sometimes the most unobvious actions need to be completed, to progress with the story. Like showing one guy an object, which
you found much earlier in the game and which has no connection whatsoever to this particular guy - not even a hint that it
should be shown to anyone. And this is just one example of many - I could go on all night, but don't want to post spoilers.

Let's just say, that in previous three games, I got hopelesly stuck and needed to use walkthrough only once. That's ONCE in
THREE games. In this game, I am about half way through and already had to google the solutions to quests about 5 times. And
they not even difficult quests - just one tiny extra bit of information would make them fun and enjoyable to solve. But the game
does not give you this info and you're getting stuck - going back and forth between locations, talking to everyone, clicking on
everything and getting p****d off - because you still can't find the solution.

Also - the game feels unfinished and\/or unpolished. There are random locations on the map, that you never able to unlock and
travel to and random objects in the world, that are there for no reason. They don't give you info, they don't help you solve
puzzles, they not even there for laughs (like some objects in previous titles) - they are just there, so your protagonist can
approach... let's say - book on a table, and say in loud monotonous voice - "It's the book"... Wow - thanks, Captain Obvious! I
would have never guessed, if you had not told me... So yeah - in comparison to other titles in the series, this game sucks harder,
than any German actress I've ever seen.

Why do I still recommend it then? Well - because it's the Broken Sword game and I am a bit of a fan.

Also because:

 - The atmosphere is still there. Alike Broken Sword 3 - it's in 3D, so world does feel a bit empty, but somehow it still manages
to be quite charming.

- George, Nico and some of the old characters return, bringing back the memories.

- The usual dark\/ridiculous sence of humour is still there.

- Story isn't that bad.

- Those quests that have any logic to them are still quite interesting to solve.

That about sums it up.

So... In general, the verdict is as follows:

If you are fan of the Broken Sword, then by all means get this game for your collection (wait for sale). And if you are not, you
are much better off playing the first two games, becoming a fan and only then getting Broken Swords 3 and 4 (wait for big sale).
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It's not bad a deal if you're following the story from the beginning and spend 2-3 bucks on this one.. This game is alot of fun,
plenty of action, slaying of heretics, etc. however the reason i give this a thumbs down is because its not worth $40, it took me 5
hours to complete and some people could prebably do it in less, this is one of those games id stick at $20 it has very little replay-
ability and i feel its price is unjustified.
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oh hell yeah. Honestly the best game ive ever played, took me a rediculous amount of time to understand the game then i just
keep coming back, this is the first econamy game ive played and played many since but none have the patrician 3 feel to it, just
dont get patrician 4.. I guess it's alright. Extensions and Present Thief, and Star-blasting Light oh my! The Acceleration pack has
one of the most dangerous Battle cards and chaotic event cards. Acceleration and Extension are the battle cards that I\u2019m
looking at when I say this; The former lets the user roll 2-dices for ATT, and Extension plays a random battle card for the user
(high risk). Need I say more?

For the event cards, Scramble eve, and Star-Blasting Light is a good way to anger other players, since the first card is a basic
\u201cScrew you!\u201d to those who have Hypers or other strong cards in their hand. Star-blasting Light is karma for Trap
card spammers like Yuki [Dangerous], Tequila and Krila\u2019s Hypers. Both trap cards in the pack are also focused on the
discard of cards. Boost Cards and Windy Enchantment are meh, but the Unlucky Charm Gift card can be a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to get rid of entirely from a game. I\u2019d definitely recommend OJ players to purchase
this DLC, especially for the sick Battle cards and Event cards!. Fun!

I didn't expect much from the price tag, but I ended up spending a few hours on this. Surprisingly enjoyable, slightly repetetive.
Worth the $3.49 I spent.. Story was fun,really enjoyed it but gameplay was terrible. It was so bad that i couldnt play it any
longer than this. Moving around was buggy,spell tree was small, sometimes even if i read the quest description i didnt have any
clue what im supposed to do and where, fighting was weird very "indie" like,they surely didnt put lots of money and time to
make this game.

I could recommend this only to people that likes RPG\u00b4s with funny storyline and interesting characters and doesnt mind
small gameplay issues. 4\/10
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